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Overview

Namespace sync helps in syncing ingresses/routes from specific namespace(s) to the Avi Controller.

Starting with AKO version 1.3.1, new parameters have been introduced as config options in AKO’s values.yaml.

To use this feature, set the value of these parameters to a non-empty string.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKOSettings.namespaceSelector.labelKey</td>
<td>The key used as a label-based selection for the namespaces</td>
<td>Empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKOSettings.namespaceSelector.labelValue</td>
<td>Value used as a label-based selection for the namespaces</td>
<td>Empty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When AKO is booted up with this setting, label the namespace with the same key:value pair mentioned in values of labelKey and labelValue

For example, if the values are labelKey: app and labelValue: migrate in the values.yaml, then label the namespace as app:migrate.

Note: If any of the parameters specified are not defined (empty), this will result in disabling the namespace sync functionality and it will result in syncing up ingresses/routes from all namespaces with the Avi Controller. Any changes in values of these parameters will require an AKO reboot.

Valid labelling of a namespace will sync ingresses/routes from that namespace with the Avi controller.

Ingresses/routes from namespaces, with no labels or invalid labels, will not be synced with the Avi Controller.
When the label of a namespace is changed from valid to invalid, it will result in pool deletion for an insecure ingress/route and SNI virtual service deletion for a secure ingress/route from the Avi Controller.

For example, if the label of the namespace 'red' is changed from app: migrate (valid) to app: migratel (invalid), then the pools associated with, insecure ingresses/routes and SNI virtual services associated with secure ingresses/routes of the namespace red, will be deleted from the Avi Controller.

On changing the label of a namespace from invalid to valid, it results in adding ingresses/routes of that namespace with the Avi Controller.
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